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Abstract
Automatic question generation is an important
problem in natural language processing. In
this paper we propose a novel adaptive copy-
ing recurrent neural network model to tackle
the problem of question generation from sen-
tences and paragraphs. The proposed model
adds a copying mechanism component onto
a bidirectional LSTM architecture to generate
more suitable questions adaptively from the in-
put data. Our experimental results show the
proposed model can outperform the state-of-
the-art question generation methods in terms
of BLEU and ROUGE evaluation scores.
1 Introduction
Automatic question generation has recently re-
ceived increasing attention in the natural language
processing (NLP) research community. The task
is to generate proper questions from a given sen-
tence or paragraph, which has many applications
in NLP, including generating questions for reading
comprehension materials, and developing dialog
systems for building chat robots (Mostafazadeh
et al., 2016). Moreover, as a reverse task of ques-
tion answering, question generation can also be
used to produce large scale question-answer pairs
to assist question answering in NLP research.
Many previous works have used heuristic rule
based methods to tackle question generations (Rus
et al., 2010), which have high requirements on the
rule designs. The work in (Heilman, 2011) pro-
posed to compare generated candidate questions
with a ranking algorithm and induce more suit-
able questions. The approach however depends on
manually created features. A more recent work in
(Du et al., 2017) proposed a neural question gen-
eration model to automatically induce useful rep-
resentations of input sentences or paragraphs and
generate suitable questions with LSTM networks.
However given a limited size of annotated train-
ing data, sometimes this neural model could fail
to generate proper questions that are more suitable
for the original inputs.
In this paper, we propose a new adaptive copy-
ing neural network (ACNN) model to tackle the
drawbacks of the previous works and generate
proper questions. The proposed model exploits
a bidirectional LSTM network with global at-
tention mechanism to encode the sequential se-
mantic information of the input sentence or para-
graph. When generating semantic questions with
a LSTM decoder, it further incorporates a copy-
ing mechanism component to allow more suit-
able and natural words to be properly generated
from the source input sequence in a data adap-
tive manner. We conduct experiments on the most
widely used Stanford Question Answering Dataset
(SQuAD) (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). The empirical
results show the proposed ACNN model can out-
perform the state-of-the-arts in terms of BLEU-n
and ROUGE-L scores.
2 Related Work
Question generation (QG) has drawn a lot atten-
tion in the recent years. The previous work in
(Yao, 2010) applied minimal recursion semantics
(MRS) to represent the meaning of sentences and
then transfer MSR to questions. The work in
(Heilman, 2011) proposed an overgenerate-and-
rank approach to generate and select high qual-
ity questions via ranking. The authors of (Chali
and Hasan, 2015) focused on generating questions
based on topics. The work in (Labutov et al.,
2015) used ontology crowd-sourcing to encode the
original text in an ontology and align the question
templates to select the most relevant ones. The
work in (Serban et al., 2016) took the knowledge
based information as input and generated ques-
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Figure 1: The proposed Adaptive Copying Neural Network (ACNN).
tions based on it, while (Zhou et al., 2017) com-
bined the answer position of the text. The re-
cent work in (Du et al., 2017) proposed a neu-
ral question generation model based on LSTMs
which demonstrates good empirical results.
Question answering (QA) is a reverse task of
QG. It shares similarities and sometimes mixed
together with QG. The works in (Xiong et al.,
2016) and (Chen et al., 2016) used similar neural
networks with attention mechanisms. The work
of (Song et al., 2017) focused on retrieving non-
factoid community questions as well as the lengths
of the answers, while the work (Yang et al., 2017)
took reading comprehension as main tasks and
question answering as auxiliary tasks. The authors
of (He et al., 2016) address QG and QA simulta-
neously to boost both of them.
3 Model
Given an input sentence or paragraph x which is
a sequence of tokens [x1, · · · , xN ], we aim to gen-
erate a natural question y = [y1, · · · , y|y|] from
it. Inspired by the work of (Du et al., 2017), we
use a bidirectional long short-term memory net-
work (LSTM) with global attention mechanism to
perform automatic question generation. We add a
copying mechanism onto this neural model to in-
corporate original input vocabulary information in
the decoding phase to generate proper questions.
The proposed ACNN model is demonstrated in
Figure 1. This end-to-end learning model has two
fundamental parts, attention based encoder and
copying mechanism based decoder.
3.1 Attention Based Encoder
We use a bidirectional LSTM to encode the given
sequence of tokens in the input sentence x. Let
−→
ht
denote the hidden state at time step t for the for-
ward LSTM and
←−
ht for the backward LSTM. The
bidirectional LSTM produces the hidden states as
follows:
−→
ht =
−−−−→
LSTM(xt,
−−→
ht−1)
←−
ht =
←−−−−
LSTM(xt,
←−−
ht+1)
By concatenating the hidden states from both di-
rections we have the following context dependent
hidden representation at step t ht = [
−→
ht;
←−
ht].
The attention based encoding of x at a decoding
time step k is then computed as a weighted average
of the representation vectors across ht,
ck =
N∑
t=1
ak,tht.
The attention weights {ak,t} are calculated using
a softmax normalization
ak,t =
exp(ek,t)∑N
j=1 exp(ek,j)
,
ek,t = tanh(d
>
kWhht)
where Wh is the model parameter to be learned,
and dk is the hidden decoding state at time step k
which we will introduce below.
We also consider encoding the truncated para-
graph (with length L) that contains sentence x us-
ing the bidirectional encoding LSTM to replace
the encoding of x.
3.2 Copying Mechanism Based Decoder
The decoding process is to generate question y
from the given sentence x, which is a probabilistic
sequence prediction that can be factorized as:
P (y|x) =
|y|∏
k=1
P (yk|y < k,x) (1)
This is also the empirical probability we need to
maximize in the training process across all the an-
notated training instances.
We compute the local conditional word output
probability P (yk|y < k,x) by integrating both a
LSTM attention-based decoding component and a
copying mechanism component such that
P (yk|y < k,x)
= zkPcop(yk) + (1− zt)Patt(yk) (2)
The attention part Patt(yk) generates words from
the common decoder vocabulary, and it is com-
puted on the attention vector ck and the hidden
state vector dk from a decoding LSTM:
Patt(yk) = softmax(Wy tanh(Wk[dk; ck]))
where Wy and Wk are model parameters.
The copying mechanism component Pcop(yk)
generates (copies) words from the individual vo-
cabulary of the source input sequence. We com-
pute it as
Pcop(yk) = softmax(V
>(V [dk;ck]+b1)+b2) (3)
when yk is from the unique word set of the source
input sequence, where V, b1 and b2 are model pa-
rameters. Such a copying mechanism can help in-
corporating words from the original data into the
generated questions.
The combination weight zt is the switch for de-
ciding generating the word from the vocabulary or
copying it from the input sequence. We calculate
zt as follows:
zk = σ(W
>
d dk +W
>
c ck +W
>
s yk−1 + b) (4)
where Wd, Wc, Ws and b are model parameters,
and σ denotes a sigmoid function. Hence zk func-
tions as a selection gate that makes data adaptive
selection between the attention component and the
copying component.
4 Experiments
We conducted experiments on the widely used
Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD)
(Rajpurkar et al., 2016). We used the version re-
leased by (Du et al., 2017). It was split into three
parts – training set, developing set and test set.
The training set contains 70,484 input-question
pairs, the development set contains 10,570 input-
question pairs, and the test set contains 11,877
input-question pairs.
Experimental setting The proposed model is
built using Torch 7 on the OpenNMT system
(Klein et al., 2017). We adopted the same setting
as (Du et al., 2017). We kept the most frequent
45K tokens as the encoder vocabulary and 28K to-
kens as the decoder vocabulary. We used the word
embeddings released by (Pennington et al., 2014)
as pre-training embeddings of the input words. We
set the size of all LSTM hidden state vectors as
600 and the number of LSTM layers as 2. For the
paragraph encoder, we set the length of paragraphs
as 100. We use dropout technique in (Srivastava
et al., 2014) with probability p = 0.3. During test-
ing, we set the beam search size to 3. We used
stochastic gradient descent(SGD) as optimization
algorithm with initial learning rate α = 1.0 and
halve it when at epoch 8. To speed up training,
we set mini-batch size to 64.
Comparison methods We compared the pro-
posed ACNN model with the following methods
on question generation. (1) Seq2Seq: This model
was proposed by (Sutskever et al., 2014) which
is a basic sequence to sequence transformation
model. (2) Du-sent: This is the state-of-the art
model developed in (Du et al., 2017), and we use
it with the sentence level encoder and pre-trained
word embeddings. (3) Du-para: This denotes the
same model as above but with paragraph level en-
coder to be incorporated. For our proposed ACNN
model, we also tested two versions, ACNN-sent
with only sentence encoder and ACNN-para with
only paragraph encoder.
Evaluation metrics We used two types of com-
monly used evaluation metrics, BLEU-n and
ROUGE-L, to evaluate the testing results. BLEU-
n (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) (Papineni
et al., 2002) is a score that uses n grams to cal-
culate the correspondence between the machine
generated output and the ground truth. ROUGE
Table 1: The comparison results in terms of BLEU and ROUGE scores. The best scores in baselines and ACNN
are highlighted using boldface.
Model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ROUGE-L
Seq2Seq 31.34 13.79 7.36 4.26 29.75
Du-sent 43.09 25.96 17.5 12.28 39.75
Du-para 42.54 25.33 16.98 11.86 39.37
ACNN-sent 44.78 26.83 18.72 13.97 41.08
ACNN-para 44.37 26.15 18.02 13.49 40.57
Table 2: The results in terms of BLEU and ROUGE scores with different paragraph lengths. The best scores are
highlighted using boldface.
Model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ROUGE-L
ACNN-para-150 43.97 25.63 17.48 12.91 39.95
ACNN-para-120 44.22 25.94 17.80 13.26 40.33
ACNN-para-100 44.37 26.15 18.02 13.49 40.57
(Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evalua-
tion) (Lin, 2004) measures the co-occurrences be-
tween the system-generated summary and the con-
tent in a human-generated summary. ROUGE-L
measures the co-occurrences of the longest com-
mon subsequence. The higher scores in these two
metrics indicate better performance.
4.1 Experimental Results
The experimental results in terms of BLEU1 −
4 and ROUGE-L scores for all the comparison
methods are reported in Table 1. The best re-
sults among the comparison baselines and the pro-
posed ACNN variants are highlighted using bold-
face font separately.
We can see that among the comparison meth-
ods, Du-sent produced the best performance in
terms of all the evaluation metrics. Du-para,
though incorporated paragraph, produced slightly
inferior performance. Both Du-sent and Du-para
greatly outperform Seq2Seq. Among the two vari-
ants of our proposed model, ACNN-sent slightly
outperforms ACNN-para which uses paragraph as
inputs. This is consistent with the Du-methods and
might be caused by the noise in the paragraphs.
Nevertheless, both variants of the proposed ACNN
model consistently outperform the other compari-
son methods in terms of all the evaluation metrics.
The comparison results between ACNN-sent and
Du-sent validate the effectiveness of incorporat-
ing the copying mechanism into the bidirectional
LSTM question generation model.
4.2 Impact of Paragraph Length
We also investigated the impact of the paragraph
length on the performance of the proposed variant
ACNN-para. We tested three different length val-
ues, 100 (the default value used above), 120 and
150. The comparison results are reported in Ta-
ble 2. We can see that when increasing the para-
graph length, the test scores decrease. This vali-
dates our analysis above on paragraph introducing
noise: Although longer paragraphs contain more
contextual information, they include more irrele-
vant noisy information as well.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive copying
neural network (ACNN) model for question gen-
eration. We incorporated a copying mechanism
component into a bidirectional LSTM model with
global attention mechanism to improve its capac-
ity on generating proper natural questions. We
conducted experiments on the widely used SQuAD
dataset and showed the proposed model outper-
forms the state-of-the-art method in the litera-
ture in terms of two types of evaluation metrics,
BLEU-n and ROUGE-L.
In the future, we plan to extend the proposed
model to address multi-task question generation
on multi-documents with similar topics, aiming
to generate questions with similar copying mech-
anism that are consistent with human brain activi-
ties. The copying mechanism can also be expected
to allow model adaptation across domains.
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